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At a glance

Our new transportable road

restraint system STGW Trio T3 /

W3 ideally combines the positive

characteristics of both steel and

concrete road restraints.

And here is our first steel-concrete

road restraint , which was

successfully tested without any

bracing with the high containment

level T3 at the extremely slight

effective range W3.

The clever combination of “soft”

three-wave steel crash barrier

elements with extremely stable

concrete supports and the

particular design of the system has

achieved an optimum protective

effect (ASI 0.4). In the event of a

crash, a road restraint system

should and must absorb high

dynamic forces in order to

significantly reduce the impact

force (ASI value) acting on the

passengers of the accident vehicle,

and thus ensure survival.

The displacement of a road

restraint system is therefore a

desirable event. But what an advantage if

the deflection is extremely slight despite

optimum protective effect – as is the case

with the new Trio T3/W3, which in the

lorry impact test only shifted a mere 50

cm along a length of 20 m, without any

ground bracing whatsoever. That has

never happened before!

Please continue on page 4!

With its MPB 1400, Peter Berghaus GmbH
presents a fully new and yet extremely
reasonably priced mobile construction site
traffic signal system in state-of-the-art
technology.
The standard version of the MPB 1400 is
conceived for controlling alternating one-
way traffic and, of particular interest for
our foreign customers, can be easily
combined with any other identical signal
heads for use in all different kinds of traffic
configurations, from T-junction traffic to
crossroads traffic. The MPB 1400 is
manufactured according to the specifi-
cations of VDE 0832 and RiLSA for
quartz-controlled traffic signals. For use in
controlling alternating one-way traffic, the
traffic light of type class A complies with
the Technical Delivery Conditions –

Portable Traffic Signal Systems 97 (TL-
LSA97).
The compact design inside the high-
quality standard signal heads with the
extremely small control unit, the
upgrading capability of the traffic light as
well as its easily understandable and
comfortable infrared remote control all
distinguish this new generation of quartz
traffic signal systems.
Certainly you are familiar with this type of
operation from our "large" mobile traffic
signal system, since the data required for
the MBP 1400 traffic light sequence is also
generated step by step in dialogue in the
hand box. These data can easily be
transmitted to the traffic light without
opening the controls. The status display is
provided via multicoloured LEDs in the
control and can be externally read at any
time.
The red light phase of max. 999 seconds
can be separately set for every traffic light.
The standard MPB 11400 series includes
manual operation, reverse polarity and
undervoltage protection, night-time
reduction, data buffering at battery
replacement as well as standard com-
mercial halogen illuminants.
Naturally the traffic signal can also be
delivered in state-of-the-art LED
technology upon request.
Various easily portable yet extremely
robust aluminium battery casings with
room for one to four batteries 12 V / 170Ah
ensure a secure stand.
The MPB 1400, the new reasonably-priced
mobile traffic light system for many
applications – certainly Berghaus!

Now: new price list 2007

Naturally you can also access our

new price list 2007 as a download

on our Homepage:

www.berghaus-verkehrstechnik.de

Ideal combination of concrete and steel

in the cut-away model of the STGW Trio

T3 / W3

After the lorry impact test: Only displaced by 50 cm

along a length of 20 m – without any ground bracing

Comfortable and easily understood:

the hand box of the new MPB 1400
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The "AVS" team for professional traffic
safeguarding which has existed for 15
years has now been expanded by other
competent offices and service support
points.
The young company “AVS Lehrte
GmbH” consists of the merging of the
two companies AED Autobahn-Elektro-
Dienst GmbH and VAS Hannover
GmbH.
But a new name doesn't mean the
company consists of “newcomers
to the business”, since the new
company draws on experience of
30 years as AED GmbH and 20
years as VAS GmbH in the expert
planning and implementation of
traffic safeguarding. Both firms
have been tes-
ted specialised
experts regis-
tered in the
German Asso-
c i a t i o n f o r
Traffic Tech-
nology and
Safety (VVV
e.V.) since 15
years.
The fusion of
the two well-
e s t a b l i s h e d
e n t e r p r i s e s
u n d e r t h e
common name
of AVS Lehrte
GmbH is now
completed. The merger has been an
outstanding success in bundling the joint
capacities under a new name to the

customer's advantage. Henceforth, AVS
Lehrte will be one of the highest
performance traffic safeguarding firms in
Northern Germany.
The headquarters of AVS Lehrte GmbH
are located in the Hanover area, with two
other highly competent branch offices in
Hamburg and Beelitz near Berlin.
For large-scale projects, as in the past
support points are set up in Bremen,
Lübeck, Osnabrück and Oldenburg. The

m e rg e r a l s o
b r o a d l y e x -
p a n d s AV S
Lehrte GmbH
and AVS Mel-
lingen GmbH,
which already
maintain three
branch offices
in Hesse and
Thüringia.
This results in a
new company
n e t w o r k o f
about 160 well-
t r a ined spe -
cialists with a
modern vehicle
fleet and ex-
tensive material
at their dis-

posal. All branch offices, for instance,
have access to over 400 radio-
controlled traffic light systems, more
than 80 crossroads control units, at least
20 mobile streetcar gates, as well as 160

km of steel and concrete road restraint
systems, 10 mobile floodlight systems,
TL beacons, TL sign stands, RAL traffic

signs and much more.
Complete service – from the
creation of the traffic signal and
phase plans, through to obtaining
the required approvals at the
appropriate official public
authorities, initial erection,
maintenance and implementation
of the traffic safeguarding
measures, up to and including
vacat ing the clean swept
construction site – all from one
source: that's what you get with
AVS Lehrte GmbH, a true profes-
sional for traffic safe-guarding!

Traffic safeguarding team strengthened in Lehrte

In line with our company tradition,
this spring we also offered customer
training courses on the practical
implementation of the Guidelines for
Traffic Signals (RiLSA) as well as the
Technical Delivery Conditions –
Portable Traffic Signal Systems 97
(TL-LSA97).
We have provided training sessions
for our traffic signal systems now for a
decade. We're delighted that our
seminars held at our headquarters in
Kürten were booked out within only three
weeks, and we were able to reschedule
several customers to the next sessions
being held in March at AVS Mellingen
GmbH.
Aside from studying the prevailing
guidelines and creating signal times and
phase plans, as a result of popular demand
a special emphasis is once again put on
practical troubleshooting on the spot.
The future traffic light experts thus learn
how to logically localise possible errors
on the basis of realistic examples, to

initiate the appropriate countermeasures
to rectify the fault, and quickly restore the
traffic signal system to a properly
functioning state with this just acquired
knowledge.Aside from the 2-day training
course, there was still enough time to sit
and relax together in a friendly atmos-
phere and exchange field experience
with light signals across company
borders.
At the end of the course, the trainers
Alfred Wurth and Uwe Banischweski
could present all the participants with the
coveted certificate.

Industrious study of traffic safety

SPAIN – CABO FINISTERRE:

Apparently this is exactly what actually

happened!

Galician:

(against static background noise) Here

speaks A853 on the maritime emergency

call channel 16, please divert your course

by 15 degrees to the south to avoid

collision. You are heading straight for us,

distance 25 nautical miles.

American:

(more static background noise) We advise

you to divert your course by 15 degrees to

the north to avoid a collision.

Galician:

Reply negative. We repeat, divert your

course by 15 degrees to the south to avoid

a collision.

American:

(another voice, adamant) Here speaks the

captain of a ship of the United States of

America Marines. We insist: divert your

course at once by 15 degrees to the north,

to avoid a collision.

Galician:

We don't see this as feasible or necessary,

we recommend that you change your

course by 15 degrees to the south to avoid

a collision ...

American:

(in a frenzied tone of command) Here

speaks Captain Richard James Howard,

Commandant of the aircraft carrier “USS

Lincoln” of the Marines of the United States

of America. The second largest warship of

the North American fleet. We are accom-

panied by two battle cruisers, six destroy-

ers, four submarines and several other

supporting vessels which can come to our

aid at any time.

We are headed toward the Persian Gulf to

prepare a military manoeuvre in response

to an Iraqi offensive. I am not advising you,

I am ordering you to divert your course by

15 degrees to the north! If you don't comply,

we will be forced to initiate the necessary

steps required to ensure the safety of this

ship and our military forces.

You are a member of an allied state, a

member of NATO and therefore a part of

this military force, so obey this command

immediately and get out of our way!

Galician:

Here speaks Juan Manuel Salas Alcantara.

We are two persons. Accompanying us are

our dog, our dinner, two beers, and a guy

from the Canary Islands who's sound

asleep at the moment. We are supported by

the radio station Cadena Dial of la Coruna

and channel 16 as maritime emergency

call.

We are not going anywhere, since we are

speaking to you via radio from the main-

land. We are located in lighthouse A853

Finisterra on the coast of Galicia. We have

no idea what our position is in the ranking

of Spanish lighthouses. You can take what-

ever steps you feel necessary to guarantee

the safety of your ship, since it's going to

crash up against the coastal cliffs of Galicia

any minute. For this reason we have to

insist that it would be in your best interest,

certainly the healthiest and definitely the

smartest thing for you and your people to

do if you would namely divert your course

by 15 degrees to the south at once in order

to avoid a collision!

Dead silence on board the American aircraft

carrier ....

Squib: The stronger one wins...?

Highly-concentrated

learning in the class-

room as part of our

traffic light and soft-

ware training courses

in February and

March 2007 in the

headquarters in

Kürten (NRW) and in

the Mellingen (TH)

branch office

Pooled resources: AVS, the traffic safeguarding professionals – from stopping restric-

tions to portable traffic lights, including complete construction site facilities with road

restraint systems

Complete crossroads

traffic signals inclu-

ding controls, masts

and signal heads

Traffic safeguarding from

one source – markings,

signage, safety bars and

temporary traffic control

light systems

AVS Lehrte GmbH

View of the

administration

building, work

halls and carriage

house as well as

a part of the

rental material, as

seen from the

cherry-picker
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What for some time has been well
received by our customers in our 12-volt
traffic light signal systems on mobile
underframes, can now also be technically
implemented in our
large-scale 230-volt
equipment:
the mobile crossroads
control unit EPB 48
multiprocessor, in-
stalled as freely pro-
grammable unit to
control a maximum
24 signal groups, can
now also be operated
with 40-volt LED
technology.
Both the EPB 48
master unit as well as
the mast distributor
units (slave) can now
activate up to 96 LED
signal heads and
fully monitor them.

Compared to con-
ventional techno-
logy, these LED
lighting enginee-
ring modules per
DIN 67527, Part 1,
t e s t e d b y t h e
Federal Highway
Research Institute
(BASt), offer many
advantages:
Since there is no
reflector which can
irritatingly mirror
incident sunlight
into the driver's
eyes, there is almost
no phantom effect.

A special prism system additionally
ensures an even area illumination of the
diffusing lens. Due to this special
technology, the individual LEDs are not

discernible behind the
diffusing lens.
Therefore the traffic
light head can be
perceived with ex-
treme clarity even
from the least fa-
vourable side angle.
Compared to pre-
viously used illu-
minants, moreover
the LEDs require up
to 80% less power
consumption.

Due to their long
service life, LEDs
also require less

maintenance costs,
since illuminant
exchange is no
longer necessary.

This in turn means
fewer unplanned
extra customer
service trips to
rectify a fault due
to defective incan-
descent lamps.
There are many
convincing advan-
tages of LED tech-
nology!
Enquire for your
individual offer of
mobile LED tech-
nology from Peter
Berghaus.

As of immediately, our illuminated

arrows L8 and L 15 can be delivered on a

easily-handled aluminium frame. All

illuminated arrows from Peter Berghaus

come equipped for 12 or 24-volt

operation. The night-time reduction,

which automatically adjusts the

luminosity to the ambient brightness, and

the undervoltage protection which

prevents a total discharge of the (vehicle)

battery, are likewise obligatory in our

products. Whether the traffic is warned

with commercial halogen illuminants or

with the latest maintenance-free LED

technology depends entirely on the

customer, since Berghaus produces all its

illuminated arrows in both halogen as

well as LED technology.

The use of the new aluminium frame for

the L8 makes it possible to save about

4 kg in weight, and in the illuminated

arrow L15 about 7 kg. The reduced

weight makes handling even easier.

Likewise our new

Price List 2007

presents a new

angle bracket. For

instance, one can

now set up the

illuminated arrow

L8 in connection

wi th our c rash

b a r r i e r h o l d e r

outside of the traffic

area and orient the

a r r o w i n a n y

position towards

the traffic.

Structural statics testing
of the new generation of
concrete pedestals and
aluminium constructions
have been completed
since the beginning of the
year.
By using two concrete
pedestals with a weight of
about 1,550 kg each,
three signal heads can be
erected at a maximum
cantilever overhang of
8,000 mm with Ø 200
mm at the arm and one
signal head and Ø 300
mm at the square tube.
With a total of three
concrete pedestals placed
on top of each other, you
can even erect up to three
signal heads of Ø 300 mm
at the arm and one signal
head with Ø 300 mm at
the square tube with a
maximum cantilever
overhang of 8,700 mm
without danger of tip-
ping. And all this in a
space-saving manner on
an underlying surface
area of merely 1.2 m².
This universal modular
system makes effective
use of identical compo-
nents to provide a vast
diversity of possible set-
up configurations.

Only a small sample of the

diverse possibilities using

the aluminium lattice mast

construction: for overhead

cables with high signals at construction site traffic lights,

as mobile sign gantry or for quick and stable erection of

construction information signs.

Fewer fatalities in road traffic in 2006

New aluminium lattice mast: Structural statics test completed

Innovations of illuminated arrows L 8 and L 15EPB 48 now activates LED technology

Green light for LED technology also for

portable crossroads control units EPB

48 Master / Slave

Portable crossroads control unit EPB 48

multiprocessor to control max. 24 signal

groups with up to 96 fully monitored signal

heads

WIESBADEN – According to the
preliminary results of the German Federal
Office of Statistics, 5,094 persons were
killed and 421,700 injured on German
roads in 2006. That was 5% fewer
fatalities and 2.7% fewer injuries than in
2005, meaning that the favourable
development of the last few years with
respect to traffic fatalities could be
continued in 2006. The number of
fatalities is lower than it's ever been since
the re-introduction of road traffic accident
statistics in 1953. Nevertheless, last year
an average of 14 people lost their lives in
road traffic accidents every day.
The police registered a total of 2.23
million traffic accidents in 2006, 1%
fewer than in 2005. These included
327,600 accidents in which people were
injured (-2.7%) and 114,800 severe
accidents with property damage (-3.9%).
The number of traffic fatalities in
Hamburg dropped by more than a third (-
35%) in 2006, namely from 43 to 28. With
724 fatalities, meaning 143 fewer
persons, or 16.5% less than the previous
year, the state of North Rhine-Westphalia
had the second largest percentage decline
in accidents of all the German Federal
states. Likewise appreciably fewer
accident fatalities were reported in Lower
Saxony (-13%) and in Saxony-Anhalt (-
11%). In contrast, more motorists in
Schleswig-Holstein (+16%), Berlin and

Thuringia (+10% each), in Baden-
Württemberg (+7.7%) and in Hesse
(+3.8%) were killed on the road in the
same time period.
Based on the number of inhabitants, the
federal average in 2006 turned out to be
62 fatalities in road traffic per every one
million inhabitants. Compared to the
average, the city states of Hamburg (16),
Berlin (22) and Bremen (24) lost
considerably fewer persons in traffic
accidents. As previously, the values
registered by Mecklenburg-Vorpommern
were far above average with 110, in
Brandenburg with 100, in Thüringia with
93 and in Saxony-Anhalt with 87. For
these states, however, the number of
traffic fatalities per million inhabitants
has nevertheless sunk considerably
compared to the peak level registered in
1991: at that time there were 327 traffic
deaths in Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, in
Brandenburg 363, in Thüringia 211 and in
Saxony-Anhalt 245 per million inhab-
itants.
In December 2006, according to
preliminary results the police registered
199,000 road traffic accidents in
Germany, 3.4% fewer than in December
2005. These included 26,000 accidents
with personal injury (+ 5.6%). There were
433 fatal accidents, 7.2% more than in the
corresponding month of the previous
year. A further 34,200 persons (+ 6.1%)
suffered injuries.

L15 on lifting and

lowering gear

L8 on mobile

battery casing

L8 on angle

bracket

Change

in %

Total accidents registered by the police 2 232 239 2 253 992 – 1,0

of these:

Accidents with personal injury 327 586 336 619 – 2,7

Severe accidents with property damage 114 841 119 481 – 3,9

Other property damage accidents 1 789 812 1 797 892 – 0,4

Total casualties 426 814 438 804 – 2,7

of these:

Fatal 5 094 5 361 – 5,0

Injured 421 720 433 443 – 2,7

*) preliminary result

Source: Statistisches Bundesamt

(German Federal Office of Statistics)

Road traffic accidents in Germany

Subject category 2006
*)

2005



COLUMN

”Quality Forum Steel Crash

Barrier Systems” founded!
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Revolutionary road restraint system T3 / W3

Due to their guidance

effect and as effective

protection in separating

oncoming traffic at

roadworks, steel crash

barriers have increasingly

improved traffic safety in

European roadworks and

construction sites in the

last few years.

Nevertheless, at present there are

still no uniform and easily under-

standable parameters for use

which are orientated to points

relevant to traffic infrastructure or

other project-related and safety-

related factors.

For that reason, in early 2007 the

"Quality Forum Steel Crash

Barriers" was founded in Cologne

as a joint effort between compa-

nies and individual persons from

the areas of production, erection

and maintenance of permanent

and temporary steel crash bar-

riers, devoted to taking action on

the following important tasks,

among others:

The founder members of

the Quality Forum Steel

Crash Barriers are: BBV

Brandenburger Bau-

stellen-Verkehrseinrich-

tungen and Elektro

GmbH; Peter Berghaus

GmbH; Outimex AG;

SGGT Straßenausstat-

tungen GmbH; Volkmann

& Rossbach GmbH & Co. KG

Soon the Quality Forum Steel

Crash Barriers will issue a com-

prehensive information brochure,

explaining the legal regulatory

codes as well as providing practi-

cal examples for the application,

and offering easily understandable

suggestions for planning construc-

tion projects.

We have been able to engage

Harry Lippert, an experienced and

highly competent expert in the

field, for direct consultation with

government contracting parties as

well as a lecture series on the

subject.

Please contact us, we would be

glad to advise you:

Yours sincerely

Dieter Berghaus

Quality Forum

Steel Road Restraints

www.gueteforum-

stahlschutzwaende.org

Agrippina Werft 6

D-50678 Cologne / Germany

- Safeguarding and increasing

the quality of production, erection,

and preventive and corrective

maintenance of mobile steel crash

barriers

- Maintenance and promotion of

contacts to government contrac-

ting parties, planning offices as

well as the legislative and executi-

ve organs of the federal and state

governments as well as townships

- Specialised cooperation and

consultation services in designing

and modifying the applicable

technical codes and regulations by

the responsible party as well as

the appropriate federal and state

authorities

- Execution of joint research and

development projects

- Execution of joint research and

development projectsQuick loading and unloading as well as sim-

ple assembly by a special gallows system

Information about portable safety devices

TI South: Lorry impact test

Peter Berghaus GmbH
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